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Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment, 1970–1978

FIG. 12. Camp “Caribou” upgraded to main camp. It continued to
operate from November 1975 until the end of the project in May
1976.

FIG. 11. More than half of the buildings from the main camp were
airlifted to satellite camp “Caribou.”

speed cores of the eddies ranges up to 60 cm/s. This
contrasts with velocities of less than 10 cm/s in surrounding waters.

Stress-Strain Law
As AIDJEX was developing, one of the central questions was how best to represent the resistance of the ice to
being deformed. The current idea was that ice is in some
way viscous, so that it flows progressively faster as stresses
increase. But treating the ice as a viscous material was
unsatisfying in a formal continuum mechanical framework, and it had the glaring deficiency that it did not allow
the ice, as actually observed, to “lock up”—that is, to get
wedged into a coastal “corner” and stop moving. Early on,
the analogy was made with granular materials and with
plastic yield, which means that the material resists increasing loads without moving until the load reaches some
failure criterion, at which point it flows “catastrophically”
and can support no greater load.
The idea was put forward that the stress-strain law and

FIG. 13. Initial (dot) and final (triangle) arrays of manned camps (full
dots and triangles) and data buoys (open dots and triangles). The
location of the original main camp is marked by a black square.

Buoy Program
At the very beginning, the funding agencies made it
clear that AIDJEX was a finite-duration study, and that we
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A one-dimensionalthermodynamicmodel of sea ice is presentedthat includesthe effects
of snow cover,ice salinity, and internal heating due to penetration of solar radiation. Surfaceenergy balances determine rates of ablation and accretion; diffusion equations govern heat
transport within the ice and snow. The incoming radiative and turbulent fluxes, oceanic
heat flux, ice salinity, snow accumulation,and surface albedo are specifiedas 'functionsof
time. Starting from an arbitrary initial condition, the model is integrated numerically until
annual equilibrium patterns of temperature and thicknessare achieved. The model is applied
to the central Arctic. Input values for the initial test of the model are based on observational
data. Values predictedby the model for the averageice thickness(288 cm), amount of surface
ablation (40 cm), and the temperature field all agree closely with field observations.
Other results from the model indicate that, under present conditions,the ocean must supply
I to 2 kcal/cm-•year to the ice; an additional 4 kcal/cm2 year would causethe ice to vanish.
Annual snowdepthslessthan 70 cm are shownto have little effect on equilibrium thickness;
snowdepthsgreaterthan 70 cm wouldresultin muchthickerice. Comparisonof observedand
calculatedtemperatureprofilessuggestthat about 2.0 to 2.5 kcal/cm'• year of the incoming
short-waveradiationpenetratesthe ice and contributesto internal heating.Averageice albedos
under 0.50 would causethe ice to vanish in a few years.
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Thepolaroceans
containseaiceof manythicknesses
rangingfromopenwaterto thickpressure
ridges.

A one-dimensional
thermodynamic
model
seaupon
ice its
isthickness,
presented
that to
includes
Sincemanyof the
physicalproperties
of theiceof
depend
it is natural
expectitsthe
large-effects
scalegeophysical
properties
to dependon
the relative
abundance
of thevarious
types.
The icepack
is
of snow cover,
ice salinity,
and internal
heating
due
to penetration
of ice
solar
radiation.
Surfacetreatedas a mixturewhoseconstituentsaredeterminedby their thicknessand whosecompositionis deterenergy balances
determine rates of ablation and accretion; diffusion equations govern heat
minedby the areacoveredby eachconstituent.
A dimensionless
functiong(h),the icethickness
distributransport within
the such
ice that
andg(h)
snow.
The
incoming
and
turbulent
fluxes,
tion, is defined
dh is the
fraction
of a givenradiative
areacoveredby
ice of
thicknessgreater
thanoceanic
h
heat flux, but
iceless
salinity,
and
surface
are specified
as
'functions
of
than h +snow
dh. A accumulation,
theory is developed
to explain
howalbedo
the ice thickness
distribution
changes
in
response
to thermal
andmechanical
forcing.
The theory
models
thechanges
in thickness
dueto melting until
time. Starting
from
an arbitrary
initial
condition,
the
model
is integrated
numerically
•'hdfreezing
andtherearrangement
of existing
iceto
formleadsare
andpressure
ridges.
In its
presentform
annual equilibrium
patterns
of temperature
and
thickness
achieved.
The
model
is applied
the modelassumes
as inputsa growthrate functionand the velocityfieldof the icepack.The modelis
to the central
Arctic.
Input
for the
thepositions
initial oftest
ofsimultaneous
the model
are based
on observational
tested
usingstrain
datavalues
derivedfrom
three
manned
driftingstations
in the
data. Values
predicted
by the
for the average
ice
thickness
(288climatological
cm), amount
surface
central
Arctic during
themodel
period 1962-1964
and growth
rates
inferredfrom
heatof
flux
averages.
Theand
results
arecompared
withestimates
ofgall
based
on submarine
measurements
of icethickness.
ablation (40
cm),
the
temperature
field
agree
closely
with field
observations.
Other results from the model indicate that, under present conditions,the ocean must supply
I to 2 kcal/cm-•year to the ice; an additional 4 kcal/cm2 year would causethe ice to vanish.
Annual snowdepths
lessthan 70 cm are shownto have little effect on equilibrium thickness;
INTRODUCTION
of theseprocesses
weresomehowsuppressed.
If the ice did not
snowdepthsgreaterthan 70 cm wouldresultin much
thickerice. Comparisonof observedand
deform, for instance,all the ice in a particular climatic region
calculated
temperature
profiles
suggest
that
about
2.0
to
2.5
kcal/cm
'•
year
of
the
incoming
On a geophysicalscalethe ice pack can be thought of as a would approach a uniform thickness of thermodynamic
short-wave
radiation
penetrates
the
ice and
to internal
heating.Averageice albedos
mixture
of individual
constituents
which,
because
of contributes
their equilibrium.
If, on the other hand, the thermodynamicswere
under 0.50 would causethe ice to vanish in a few years.
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Thepolaroceans
containseaiceof manythicknesses
rangingfromopenwaterto thickpressure
ridges.

A one-dimensional
thermodynamic
model
seaupon
ice its
isthickness,
presented
that to
includes
Sincemanyof the
physicalproperties
of theiceof
depend
it is natural
expectitsthe
large-effects
D. relative
A. due
ROTHROCK
scalegeophysical
properties
to dependon
the
abundance
of thevarious
types.
The icepack
is
of snow cover,
ice salinity,
and internal
heating
to penetration
of ice
solar
radiation.
Surfacetreatedas a mixturewhoseconstituentsaredeterminedby their thicknessand whosecompositionis deterenergy balances
determine rates of ablation and accretion; diffusion equations govern heat
minedby the areacoveredby
eachconstituent.
A dimensionless
functiong(h),
the icethickness
distribuUniversity
of Washington,
Seattle, Washington
98105
transport within
the such
ice that
andg(h)
snow.
The
incoming
and
turbulent
fluxes,
tion, is defined
dh is the
fraction
of a givenradiative
areacoveredby
ice of
thicknessgreater
thanoceanic
h
heat flux, but
iceless
salinity,
and
surface
are specified
as
'functions
of
than h +snow
dh. A accumulation,
theory is developed
to explain
howalbedo
the ice thickness
distribution
changes
in
A large-scale
area
ofmechanical
pack ice contains
iceThe
of various
thicknesses
from zero
many meters.
the area
response
to thermal
and
forcing.
theory
models
thechanges
intothickness
duetoAs
melting
time. Starting
from
an
arbitrary
initial
condition,
the
model
is
integrated
numerically
until
deforms,thin ice is ridgedinto thicker ice, in a way that dependson the strain rate and the instantaneous
•'hd
freezingandtherearrangement
of existing
iceto
formleadsare
andpressure
ridges.
In its
presentform
annual equilibrium
ofBytemperature
and
thickness
achieved.
The
model
applied
thicknesspatterns
distribution.
equating the plastic
work
to the production
of gravitational
potentialis
energy
the modelassumes
as inputsa growthrate functionand the velocityfieldof the icepack.The modelis
and
the frictional
dissipation
thisthe
ridging
process
we relate
the yield
curve
for plastic
deformation
the
to the central
Arctic.
Input
values
for
initial
ofsimultaneous
the
model
are
based
on observational
tested
using
strain
data
derivedin
from
the
positions
oftest
three
manned
drifting
stations
in of
the
ice
pack to the
icemodel
thicknesses
redistributed
by ridging.
data. Values
predicted
byway
the
forare
the
average
ice
thickness
(288climatological
cm), amount
surface
central
Arctic during
the
period
1962-1964
and growth
rates
inferredfrom
heatof
flux
averages.
Theand
results
arecompared
withestimates
ofgall
based
on submarine
measurements
of icethickness.
ablation (40
cm),
the
temperature
field
agree
closely
with field
observations.
Other results fromINTRODUCTION
the model indicate that, under present
conditions,
the
ocean
must
supply
of thick floes
interlaced
with
thinner
ice and
to the equation
IPack
to 2icekcal/cm
-•year to the ice; an additional 4 kcal/cm2 year would causethe ice to vanish.
is an aggregateof many piecesof floating ice sheets. governingchangesin this distribution [Thorndikeet al., 1975].
Annual
snow
depths
less
than
70
cm
are
shown
to
have
little
effect
on
equilibrium
thickness;
We
will
then
formulate
in
some
detail
two
energy sinks in
INTRODUCTION
In order for the aggregate
to deformsignificantly,thesepiecesof theseprocesses
weresomehowsuppressed.
If the ice did not
snowdepthsgreaterthan 70 cm wouldresultin much
thicker
ice.thickness
Comparison
of observed
terms
of the
distribution:
the and
generation of
override one another, breaking off blocks and forming long deform, for instance,all the ice in a particular climatic region
potential
energyof
and
the incoming
frictional lossesin the
calculated
profiles
suggest
that
about (gravitational)
2.0 to 2.5 kcal/cm
'• year
the
sinuous
pilesoftemperature
rubble,
called
both
above
On a geophysical
scalethe
icepressure
pack canridges,
be thought
of as athe would approach a uniform thickness of thermodynamic
rubble
pile of a ridge.
The Average
energyrelationship
is then written
short-wave
radiation
penetrates
the
ice
and
contributes
to
internal
heating.
ice
albedos
ice where
become
the dominant
feature,
and beneath
mixture
of they
individual
constituents
which,
because
of theirthe equilibrium. If, on the other hand, the thermodynamicswere

by equatingthe work requiredto deform the ice cover to these
under 0.50 would causethe ice to vanish in a few years.
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Pack Ice by
Ridging
1979
Thepolaroceans
containseaiceof manythicknesses
rangingfromopenwaterto thickpressure
ridges.

A one-dimensional
thermodynamic
model
seaupon
ice its
isthickness,
presented
that to
includes
Sincemanyof the
physicalproperties
of theiceof
depend
it is natural
expectitsthe
large-effects
D. relative
A. due
ROTHROCK
scalegeophysical
properties
to dependon
the
abundance
of thevarious
types.
The icepack
is
of snow cover,
ice salinity,
and internal
heating
to penetration
of ice
solar
radiation.
Surfacetreatedas a mixturewhoseconstituentsaredeterminedby their thicknessand whosecompositionis deterenergy balances
determine rates of ablation and accretion; diffusion equations govern heat
minedby the areacoveredby
eachconstituent.
A dimensionless
functiong(h),
the icethickness
distribuUniversity
of Washington,
Seattle, Washington
98105
transport within
the such
ice that
andg(h)
snow.
The
incoming
and
turbulent
fluxes,
tion, is defined
dh is the
fraction
of a givenradiative
areacoveredby
ice of
thicknessgreater
thanoceanic
h
heat flux, but
iceless
salinity,
and
surface
are specified
as
'functions
of
than h +snow
dh. A accumulation,
theory is developed
to explain
howalbedo
the ice thickness
distribution
changes
in
A large-scale
area
ofmechanical
pack ice contains
iceThe
of various
thicknesses
from zero
many meters.
the area
response
to thermal
and
forcing.
theory
models
thechanges
intothickness
duetoAs
melting
time. Starting
from
an
arbitrary
initial
condition,
the
model
is
integrated
numerically
until
deforms,thin ice is ridgedinto thicker ice, in a way that dependson the strain rate and the instantaneous
•'hd
freezingandtherearrangement
of existing
iceto
formleadsare
andpressure
ridges.
In its
presentform
annual equilibrium
ofBytemperature
and
thickness
achieved.
The
model
applied
thicknesspatterns
distribution.
equating the plastic
work
to the production
of gravitational
potentialis
energy
the modelassumes
as inputsa growthrate functionand the velocityfieldof the icepack.The modelis
and
the frictional
dissipation
thisthe
ridging
process
we relate
the yield
curve
for plastic
deformation
the
to the central
Arctic.
Input
values
for
initial
ofsimultaneous
the
model
are
based
on observational
tested
using
strain
data
derivedin
from
the
positions
oftest
three
manned
drifting
stations
in of
the
ice
pack to the
icemodel
thicknesses
redistributed
by ridging.
data. Values
predicted
byway
the
forare
the
average
ice
thickness
(288climatological
cm), amount
surface
central
Arctic during
the
period
1962-1964
and growth
rates
inferredfrom
heatof
flux
averages.
Theand
results
arecompared
withestimates
ofgall
based
on submarine
measurements
of icethickness.
ablation (40
cm),
the
temperature
field
agree
closely
with field
observations.
Other results fromINTRODUCTION
the model indicate that, under present
conditions,
the
ocean
must
supply
of thick floes
interlaced
with
thinner
ice and
to the equation
IPack
to 2icekcal/cm
-•year to the ice; an additional 4 kcal/cm2 year would causethe ice to vanish.
is an aggregateof many piecesof floating ice sheets. governingchangesin this distribution [Thorndikeet al., 1975].
Annual
snow
depths
less
than
70
cm
are
shown
to
have
little
effect
on
equilibrium
thickness;
We
will
then
formulate
in
some
detail
two
energy sinks in
INTRODUCTION
In order for the aggregate
to deformsignificantly,thesepiecesof theseprocesses
weresomehowsuppressed.
If the ice did not
snowdepthsgreaterthan 70 cm wouldresultin much
thicker
ice.thickness
Comparison
of observed
terms
of the
distribution:
the and
generation of
override one another, breaking off blocks and forming long deform, for instance,all the ice in a particular climatic region
potential
energyof
and
the incoming
frictional lossesin the
calculated
profiles
suggest
that
about (gravitational)
2.0 to 2.5 kcal/cm
'• year
the
sinuous
pilesoftemperature
rubble,
called
both
above
On a geophysical
scalethe
icepressure
pack canridges,
be thought
of as athe would approach a uniform thickness of thermodynamic
rubble
pile of a ridge.
The Average
energyrelationship
is then written
short-wave
radiation
penetrates
the
ice
and
contributes
to
internal
heating.
ice
albedos
ice where
become
the dominant
feature,
and beneath
mixture
of they
individual
constituents
which,
because
of theirthe equilibrium. If, on the other hand, the thermodynamicswere

by equatingthe work requiredto deform the ice cover to these
under 0.50 would causethe ice to vanish in a few years.
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transport within
the such
ice that
andg(h)
snow.
The
incoming
and
turbulent
fluxes,
tion, is defined
dh is the
fraction
of a givenradiative
areacoveredby
ice of
thicknessgreater
thanoceanic
h
heat flux, but
iceless
salinity,
and
surface
are specified
as
'functions
of
than h +snow
dh. A accumulation,
theory is developed
to explain
howalbedo
the ice thickness
distribution
changes
in
A large-scale
area
ofmechanical
pack ice contains
iceThe
of various
thicknesses
from zero
many meters.
the area
response
to thermal
and
forcing.
theory
models
thechanges
intothickness
duetoAs
melting
time. Starting
from
an
arbitrary
initial
condition,
the
model
is
integrated
numerically
until
deforms,thin ice is ridgedinto thicker ice, in a way that dependson the strain rate and the instantaneous
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of existing
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and
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process
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curve
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the
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icemodel
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the
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the
average
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surface
central
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heatof
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the
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field
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the model indicate that, under present
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the
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must
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interlaced
with
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ice and
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IPack
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are
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by equatingthe work requiredto deform the ice cover to these
under 0.50 would causethe ice to vanish in a few years.
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Thermodynamics
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Thermodynamics

D. Pringle, Univ. of Alaska Fairbanks
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Dynamics
Sea Ice
diverges freely
resists convergence
deforms under high enough pressure
strength depends on area concentration, thickness
Deformation determines
ice thickness distribution
open water exposed to the atmosphere
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Dynamics
Momentum equation scale analysis for Baltic Sea drift ice†
Term
Scaling 10n N/m2
ρHU
Local acceleration
-3
-2 for rapid changes
T
ρHU 2
Advective accel.
-4
long term larger?
L
Coriolis
ρHfU
-2
generally < -1
P∗H
-1
compact drift ice
Internal ice stress
L
2
Air stress
ρa Ca Ua
-1
2
Water stress
ρw Cw Uw
-1
Pressure gradient
ρHfUw
-3
generally < -2
† following M. Leppäranta in Scaling Laws in Ice Mechanics and
Ice Dynamics, J. P. Dempsey and H. H. Shen, eds., Kluwer
2001
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Viscous-Plastic Dynamics
∂σij
∂ui
∂H◦
=
+ τai + τwi + ij3 mfuj − mg
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
momentum
internal stress
wind stress
ocean stress
Coriolis
sea surface tilting
m

σI
pure divergence

q

pure shear

q
pure convergence

q

σII

η−ζ
P
1
σij +
σkk δij +
δij = ˙ij
2η
4ηζ
4ζ
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Elastic-Viscous-Plastic Dynamics
∂σij
∂ui
∂H◦
=
+ τai + τwi + ij3 mfuj − mg
∂t
∂xj
∂xi
momentum
internal stress
wind stress
ocean stress
Coriolis
sea surface tilting
m

σI
pure divergence

q

pure shear

q
pure convergence

q

σII

η−ζ
P
1 ∂σij 1
+ σij +
σkk δij +
δij = ˙ij
E ∂t 2η
4ηζ
4ζ
r
m
timescale
τe ∼ ∆x
E
? EXPLICIT
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E. Hunke

Continuum?
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CICE
Let’s build a code...
variables/tracers (for each thickness category)
ice area fraction
ice/snow volume in each vertical layer
ice/snow energy in each vertical layer
surface temperature
3D salinity
energy conserving, multi-layer thermodynamics (ice and snow)
ice thickness distribution with 5 categories and open water
elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP) dynamics
incremental remapping advection
energy-based, multi-category ridging and ice strength
nonuniform, curvilinear, logically rectangular grids
Fortran 90
parallelization via the Message Passing Interface (MPI)
input/output options (format, frequency, type...)
code repository and distribution

ice age
melt ponds
algal ecosystem

multiple-scattering radiation
ice bergs

dipole, tripole, regional
cache-based decomposition
coupling issues
subversion
many countries, dozens of institutions
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CICE version 4.0
Let’s build a code...
variables/tracers (for each thickness category)
ice area fraction
ice/snow volume in each vertical layer
ice/snow energy in each vertical layer
surface temperature
3D salinity
energy conserving, multi-layer thermodynamics (ice and snow)
ice thickness distribution with 5 categories and open water
elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP) dynamics
incremental remapping advection
energy-based, multi-category ridging and ice strength
nonuniform, curvilinear, logically rectangular grids
Fortran 90
parallelization via the Message Passing Interface (MPI)
input/output options (format, frequency, type...)
code repository and distribution

ice age
melt ponds
algal ecosystem

multiple-scattering radiation
ice bergs

dipole, tripole, regional
cache-based decomposition
coupling issues
subversion
many countries, dozens of institutions

CICE wiki: http://oceans11.lanl.gov/trac/CICE
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Some lessons from CCSM

Simulated late 20th century sea ice
Ann avg
19801999 ice
thickness

IPCC AR4
Dash=March
extent
White=Obs
Extent

courtesy of M. Holland, NCAR
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Some lessons from CCSM
An interim step forward: CCSM3.5
for tuning, biogeochemistry spin-up

Major changes/enhancements include:
Atmospheric model
finite volume dynamical core
polar cloud parameterization
Ocean model
near surface eddy flux scheme
reduced viscosity
60 levels
Land model
hydrology
surface datasets
Sea Ice model
ridging
snow/melt ponds
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FV

CCSM3

CICE Development at LANL
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Some lessons from CCSM
FV2.2x1.9
Without
Smag
Temp and
Velocity
at 97 m.
With
Smag

P. Gent, "State of the CCSM" address, June 2007
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Some lessons from CCSM
CCSM3
T42x1
Without
Smag
Temp and
Velocity
at 97 m.
With Smag

P. Gent, "State of the CCSM" address, June 2007
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An interim step forward
CCSM3.5

CICE Development at LANL

Some lessons from CCSM

CCSM3.5

CCSM3 T42

Arctic Sea Ice Thickness
courtesy of M. Holland, NCAR
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Prognostic salinity
Brine inclusions

Cecilia Bitz
University of Washington
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Prognostic salinity
Brine inclusions

Cecilia Bitz
University of Washington

Postdoc
Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Prognostic salinity
Brine inclusions

Cecilia Bitz
University of Washington

Postdoc
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Wang Xiucheng
Chinese Academy of Sciences
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Sea Ice Ecosystem

Scott Elliott
Nicole Jeffery
Mat Maltrud
Elizabeth Hunke
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Clara Deal
Meibing Jin
IARC, U. of Alaska, Fairbanks
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Sea Ice Ecosystem

stand-alone CICE
WOA nutrient climatology
nitrate, silicate,
ammonium, DMS(P)
limiting by light, nutrients,
melting
coupled POP-CICE
ecosystem in progress
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Ice-ocean dynamic coupling approaches
ocean-ice stress τw = drag coef × quadratic f (Uo − Ui )
1

ice-ocean stress = – (ocean-ice stress)
τo = −τw
= ∇ · σ + τa − (k̂ × mfUi + mg∇H◦ + m

∂Ui
)
∂t
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Ice-ocean dynamic coupling approaches
ocean-ice stress τw = drag coef × quadratic f (Uo − Ui )
1

ice-ocean stress = – (ocean-ice stress)
τo = −τw
= ∇ · σ + τa − (k̂ × mfUi + mg∇H◦ + m

2

∂Ui
)
∂t

ice-ocean stress = div(ice internal stress) + wind stress
τo = ∇ · σ + τa
= −~τw + (k̂ × mfUi + mg∇H◦ + m

∂Ui
)
∂t
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Ice-ocean dynamic coupling approaches
ocean-ice stress τw = drag coef × quadratic f (Uo − Ui )

1

ice-ocean stress = – (ocean-ice stress)

2

ice-ocean stress = div(ice internal stress) + wind stress

3

various levels of "embedding"

4

variable drag coef

5

resolution of ocean boundary layer
How much is necessary for climate modeling?
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Ice bergs in CICE
Lagrangian particles with finite size
Berg momentum balance includes Coriolis, tilt, wind/ocean
stresses, sea-ice dynamic interaction

E. Hunke

Sea ice ridging, momentum balance include berg
interaction
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Ice bergs in CICE
Lagrangian particles with finite size
Berg momentum balance includes Coriolis, tilt, wind/ocean
stresses, sea-ice dynamic interaction

E. Hunke

Sea ice ridging, momentum balance include berg
interaction
Change in sea ice thickness due to bergs, cm
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compaction and densification
granularization
moisture transport
wind redistribution
slush and snow-ice...
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Snow

compaction and densification
granularization
moisture transport
wind redistribution
slush and snow-ice...
Help needed!

CICE Development at LANL
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Lessons in Humility
The basic physical components were done decades ago.
My generation made them work together and with ocean,
atmosphere components in climate models.
New physics directions are fun and exciting, but perhaps
only higher-order effects (?)
Bad atm/ocn forcing makes a bad sea ice simulation.
Observationalists are modelers’ heroes.
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H.M.S. Endurance III

photography by E. Hunke

CICE Development at LANL

